Ventilator Circuit Setup
“SINGLE LIMB” CIRCUITS*
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This illustration shows a
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expiratory valve, it may be
placed at the wye in series
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this increases dead space
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* The term ‘single limb’ is a commonly used misnomer to describe the circuits shown
here. These circuits do have a second (expiratory) limb, and thus may be considered
functionally similar to ‘dual limb circuits’
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CPAP/NIPPV Circuit Setup
Always check manufacturer’s recommendations to determine if your device, circuit, and mask combination requires an additional anti-asphyxia valve (not shown)

Dual Limb Circuit + Non-Vented Mask

• Because this setup has an
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• See Figure “Ventilator Circuit Setup”
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intentional leak ports - in this setup a
vented mask is used
the patient from a potentially contaminated device/circuit but does
not protect personnel from potentially infectious aerosolized particles in
the exhaled gas.

• This ’true’ single limb circuit is

commonly found in home CPAP/
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CPAP - continuous positive airway pressure
NIPPV - non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (e.g. bilevel positive airway pressure)

tween the leak adapter & the patient.
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In-line suction catheter setup
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This illustration shows the location
of the in-line suction catheter in
relation to the patient circuit. There
not shown here, but in all, the inline suction catheter is placed on
the endotracheal tube.
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